
Diefenbunker - DECONTAMINATION of ASSIGNED PERSONNEL 
(POTENTIALLY EXPOSED to NUCLEAR FALLOUT) on ENTERING the 
Central Emergency Government Headquarters, CFS Carp, ON

BACKGROUND

The energy produced by a nuclear bomb detonating is dispersed in the form of blast (about 50%), 
thermal pulse (about  35%) and nuclear radiation (about 15%). 

In the case of an  airburst (defined as the fireball not touching the ground), there is virtually no fallout.
For a ground burst (fireball touches the ground) 10% of the energy generated by the detonation is in 
the form of residual radiation, a portion of which is entrained in the vaporized ground material to 
become radioactive particles of various sizes. Sooner or later these particles fall to the earth as nuclear

fallout.  Local fallout (larger particles) falls to the earth in about 24 
hours.  It looks like gritty, sandy, silty dirt (see the sample in the 
small vial in the Effects of Nuclear Weapons Exhibit).

Immediately after the bomb explodes the radioactivity entrained in 
the fallout begins to decay in strength. Fallout contains a mixture of 
a wide variety of nuclear isotopes, all of which decay at differing 
rates. However as a general rule of thumb, the radioactivity in fallout
is considered to decay according to the Rule of Sevens. For example 

if the level one hour after the detonation was measured to be 1000 rads, then seven hours after it will 
be 100 rads, seven times seven hours (about two days) after it will be 10 rads and in seven times seven
times seven hours (about two weeks)  it will be one
rad. This is important for decontamination purposes.
The sooner it is removed the better, but any small
amounts remaining will become less dangerous fairly
quickly.

As far the bunker is concerned there are three types
of nuclear radiation that we would have had to worry
about from a decontamination point of view: alpha,
beta and gamma radiation.  Alpha particles are
relatively large and can be stopped by thin 'barriers'
like paper, fabric, and skin. However because of their
size they carry a lot of energy and can be very damaging to cell structures actually causing burn-type 
effects. Beta particles are very small, fast moving and can penetrate and cause burn-type damage to 
flesh (a hand for example),  but will be stopped by a piece of thin plastic or metal. Gamma radiation is
true electromagnetic radiation (like X-rays) and readily passes through flesh but can cause ionizing 
damage to the atoms in living cells on the way through.  It can be reduced by dense materials such as 
lead and concrete.   Once inside the body (lungs, stomach, intestines), alpha and beta emitting isotopes
on fallout particles continue to irradiate tissue and are particularly damaging.  

In effect if you can brush or wash off fallout particles that are on your clothing, in your hair or on your
skin (without 'ingesting' them by rubbing them into your skin or swallowing them or breathing them 



into your lungs), then you have gone a long  way to reducing the hazard to yourself and to others who 
may come in contact with you.

DECONTAMINATION 

We assumed that, and indeed had arranged for and planned on most of 
those officials assigned responsibilities at the bunker  (about 85 % or 
more) to have been deployed to their duty stations in the early stages in 
the warning/alerting process prior to an actual attack.  Most of the 
remainder (having survived the more immediate direct effects of any 
detonations in the Ottawa area), would have been expected to accumulate
only a small amount of fallout and to have been exposed for a relatively 
short time period. The assumption was that most of  those not killed or 
fatally injured by the direct effects and that were able to get to the bunker
within an hour or so of any local detonation would have been minimally 
contaminated.  In any case most of those arriving 'late' would have been 
very senior officials/political figures with essential knowledge and 
responsibilities and no matter what their condition, would not have been 
turned away. In fact I don't believe anyone on the list of those assigned 
responsibilities in the bunker would have been denied access. Once 
decontaminated to the maximum extent possible (surface, not internal, 
we could do nothing about internal contamination) some of them might 

suffer radiation burns or sickness to varying degrees (and which might eventually be fatal) but 
radiation sickness itself is more like poisoning, is not contagious and would not pose a significant 
danger to others in the bunker. Lower levels of radiation exposure do not necessarily result in sickness
or sickness result in death, not in the short term anyway.
Cancers a couple of decades later would be a serious concern,
but not an immediate problem.

The decontamination process for folks entering the bunker (the
inner yellow doors would have been closed) was first to use the
intercom system to tell them NOT to shake, brush or in any way
further disturb anything  on their clothing.  Then they would
have been instructed to proceed to the first shower stall and to
carefully shower, thoroughly wetting their clothing but not
rubbing it.  The next step would have been to carefully remove
all clothing  (from the top down) and to place it in the wall bin. 
The object being not to ingest any fallout particles. They then
would have moved on to one of the two lateral showers and had a
hot soapy shower after which they would have been tested for
any remaining traces of radioactivity with a Geiger counter. If anything had have been detected 
(usually under finger nails, in hair or in skin creases), they would have been sent back to the showers. 
Internal contamination would not have been possible to detect with any equipment we had available in



the bunker. Once cleared into the bunker, folks would have been checked out by the medical officer 
prior to being directed to their accommodation or place of duty.

FURTHER INFORMATION 

Wiki Article - EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 
http://www.fas.org/nuke/guide/usa/doctrine/dod/fm8-9/1ch3.htm


